Overall length of One-way section - 236.5m

KEY:
- One-way traffic
- Southwest bound only
- Direction of One-way traffic flow
- Two-way traffic flow

NOTES:
1. PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROVIDED FOR ILLUSTRATING PURPOSES ONLY. ALL DETAILS ARE SUBJECT TO CHECKING
2. DO NOT SCALE FROM THIS DRAWING
3. ALL MILEAGE AND PLAN ELEVATION ARE APPROXIMATE
4. ALL DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED ON SITE AND ON A TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY
5. ALL TRAFFIC OBSERVE GRADIENTS AND CAMBERS DO NOT EXCEED 3% AND 2% RESPECTIVELY. OTHERWISE VEHICLE MANOEUVRABILITY MAY BE AFFECTED
6. ALL LANDS/AFP OWNERSHIP DETAILS SUBJECT TO ADOPTED HIGHWAY AND HEIGHTS OF WAY TO BE CONFIRMED
7. ASSUMES ALL UPRIGHTS CAN BE ALTERED AND NO TRESS ARE SUBJECT TO TPO.